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Committee to Investigate Assassination 

Notes that the Dallas police reports describe the Walker bullet as steel 
jacketed. See CE 2001, 24H39-40. .. Its copper jacket was not described as . \, 
such until the FBI took possession some 8 months later. 24H46-47!!! This 

Make argument that microscopic rifle markings could have been matched 
with K1.... 

. The identification markings on Q188 were supposed to have Norvells, Day, 
Frazier and Nicol..... as as chain of evidence was concerned. . .. But their 
report states that microscopic examine showed only Day’s initials on the 
Walker bullet, *******###*e# x Gotcha Day * #4 ok ok ak V 

They concluded that the bullet alleged to have been recovered at Walker’s 
house and brought into evidence was in fact not that authentic bullet butsa 
substitute. Agrees with Walker * ***# #8 a ee ee 
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